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DOMETIC
PERFECTCHARGE

MCA2440 
        

   

Product price:  

687,30 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE MCA2440 BATTERY CHARGER 

DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE MCA2440 can charge three batteries at the same time and can
be used worldwide thanks to an input voltage range from 110 to 230V. Ideal for frequent travelers
around the world.

DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE chargers guarantee 100% full charging.The battery should be
fully charged at least once a month - there is no better way to take care of the Units and extend
their life. Insufficient charging, on the other hand, can lead to sulfation and consequently
premature aging of the battery.

DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE MCA2440 has three outputs that allow you to charge three
batteries at the same time. Charging is done very gently thanks to state-of-the-art 6-step
technology. DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE MCA2440 has a lightweight and compact design and
practical screw connections allow for quick and easy mounting. With an input voltage range from
110 to 230 V, it can be used anywhere in the world and can be charged very efficiently even if the
input voltage drops. Ideal for frequent travelers around the world. Useful improvements: Remote
control, Hella sensor, temperature sensor or Compatible with the Dometic MPC 01 energy
controller for perfect energy management.DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE MCA2440 comes with
bus interface for seamless integration into existing bus systems.

TECHNICAL FEATURES DOMETIC PERFECTCHARGE MCA2440 BATTERY CHARGERS

Depth: 303 mm
Height: 75 mm
Width: 208.5 mm
Weight: 3.9kg
Input voltage (direct current): 110/230 V
Output current: 40.00 A
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Input Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Battery Type: Lead, AGM, Gel
IP Class: IP20
Energy efficiency: ?87 %
Continuous power at 25: °C 735.00 W
Min. operating temperature: -20.00 °C
Max working temperature: 50.00 °C

Are you looking for a product with different characteristics? HERE you can find the entire
DOMETIC range and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50 / 60
Battery type: Piombo, AGM, Gel
Length (mm): 283
Width (mm): 179
Height (mm): 63
Input voltage (V): 110 / 230
Product type: Battery Charger
Weight (Kg): 1.6
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